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Good-bye to HMI
There is a revolution afoot in interna-
tional healthcare. Wealthy foreigners still
come to the United States—to the Mayo
Clinic, say, or to Harvard-a∞liated hospi-
tals in Boston—and pay full freight to be
treated by the world’s top doctors. But
changes in U.S. visa policy, in light of Sep-
tember 11 and the Iraq war, have made such
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trips more di∞cult; consequently, these
patients increasingly seek world-class
healthcare closer to home.

Harvard has had a booming business
advising in the creation of such hospitals.
Harvard Medical International (HMI),
created in 1994 to generate revenue for
Harvard Medical School (HMS), has pro-
jects in 20 countries on five continents.
But just as demand is heating up, the Uni-
versity is pulling back. In February, it an-
nounced a provisional agreement to
transfer HMI to Partners Healthcare, the
parent organization for two of the largest
Harvard-a∞liated teaching hospitals.

The announcement allows HMI to
come out of a holding pattern, freeing it
to enter new contracts. But Andrew A.
Jeon, M.B.A. ’89, HMI’s president and
CEO since December 2007, says leaving
Harvard is beneficial for other reasons. As
University administrators also note, Part-
ners operates hospitals, while HMS does
not. And as HMI has grown, it has found
itself in a Catch-22: the better it did at
making money, the more questioning of
its worth it faced in some quarters.

Through HMI, Harvard professors are
advising the design and operation of hos-
pitals and specialty clinics in India,
Greece, Turkey, Thailand, and China;
guiding the creation and reform of med-
ical-school curricula in Germany, Japan,
Hong Kong, India, Egypt, Saudi Arabia,
Kuwait, Lebanon, and the Dominican Re-
public; and advising and sta∞ng continu-
ing-education pro-
grams for physicians
around the globe.
Roughly 250 faculty
members—mostly
from HMS, but also
from the Harvard
School of Public
Health (HSPH), the
Harvard Business
School, and the Fac-
ulty of Arts and Sci-

ences—engage in contract work each year
for HMI, whose 2007 operating budget
was $21 million. (See hmi.hms.harvard.edu
for more information.)

The 4-million-square-foot Dubai Health-
care City (www.dhcc.ae), the largest and
in some ways the flagship project, will in-
clude hospitals, facilities for clinical and
commercial research, and a medical
school. The goal is to draw patients from
India, North Africa, Moscow, and much of
Europe—all within easy flying distance.
Although other partners in the project in-
clude the Mayo Clinic, Boston University,
AstraZeneca, Novartis, and Wyeth, HMI
is listed as the “key strategic collaborator.”
Its contributions include strategic plan-
ning and helping to develop the system of
licensing and regulating doctors and
healthcare facilities within the complex—
and potentially beyond. (HMS will con-
tinue to operate the Harvard Medical
School Dubai Center, which deals
with postgraduate and continuing
medical education, and the Dubai
Harvard Foundation for Medical
Research, which announced its
first research awards, for two
postdoctoral fellows from the
Middle East, last year.)

Some critics of HMI
complained that it was
unfocused, responding
to client requests rather
than setting its own
agenda. Others said it
looked bad for Harvard
to make a profit in coun-
tries where the vast ma-
jority of people have no
access to the healthcare
system. In the view of
Jorge I. Domínguez, the
University’s vice provost

for international a≠airs, HMI never
should have been part of Harvard in the
first place. “It is a consulting company,
under the Harvard name and under the
Harvard tax exemption,” he says. “It
doesn’t belong at an institution whose
core mission is research and education.”

On entering some HMI-a∞liated hospi-
tals, adds Domínguez, “You get the feeling
you just walked into a department of the
Harvard Medical School—the seal of the
school broadly displayed, ‘Harvard’ some-
times in bigger type and more prominent
than the name of the local client.” Al-
though allowed within the contracts HMI
signed, these uses are not consistent with
broader University policy and principles,
says Provost Steven E. Hyman: “There’s
nothing more precious to us than the Har-
vard name and what it stands for.…We’re
not looking for brand extension.”

Dissatisfaction reached critical mass in

Top left: The Ibn Sina building in Dubai
Healthcare City houses clinic space and med-
ical and administrative offices. Top right: an
artist’s rendering of the university hospital
that will be part of the same complex; Har-
vard Medical International (HMI) advised in
designing the 400-bed facility, projected to be
completed in 2011. Below: HMI affiliates 
from the Wockhardt Hospitals system in
India include (left) a facility in Mumbai with a
planned addition (in an artist’s rendering),
and another (above) in Bangalore.
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2006, as HMI was losing its champions
within the University: HMS dean Joseph
B. Martin announced plans to step down
in October of that year, and the presi-
dency of Lawrence H. Summers, an ar-
dent supporter of the Dubai project in
particular, came to an early end. Interim
president Derek Bok brought to Massa-
chusetts Hall a skeptical view of Har-
vard’s involvement in commercial enter-
prises—his books include Universities in the
Marketplace: The Commercialization of Higher
Education, which warns against allowing
the profit motive to compromise universi-
ties’ academic mission.

And in the wake of huge federal fines
against the Harvard Institute for Interna-
tional Development (another Harvard-
run provider of international consulting
services) following alleged misconduct
by leaders of its economic advising work
in Russia, and the institute’s dissolution,
University leaders reviewed controls over
all overseas projects. Harvard vowed to
evaluate all its freestanding “centers” on a
regular basis and convened a task force
that considered the University’s interna-
tional priorities; Domínguez, Madero
professor of Mexican and Latin American
politics and economics, chaired this task
force in 2004 and 2005.

In July 2006, Domínguez joined the
provost’s o∞ce, and a report on HMI
from an external review committee—
comprising people from outside HMS,
appointed by Martin—landed on his
desk. The report judged HMI’s activities
insufficiently academic, citing a number
of factors including, says Domínguez, the
finding that HMI work did not count in
promotion and tenure considerations for
HMS. (Not everyone agrees with this as-
sessment. Robert K. Crone, who was
HMI’s president and CEO from 1994 until
2007 and now works in the higher-educa-
tion practice of the Huron Consulting
Group in Boston, says work for HMI has
factored into two promotions to full pro-
fessor at HMS in the past year alone.) The
external review committee’s findings led
Harvard to commission McKinsey &
Company to recommend “options” for
HMI’s future, says Domínguez. The Mc-
Kinsey report, he says, provided addi-
tional justification for severing ties with
HMI: it found that three-quarters of
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Like many people, John Chervinsky takes his work home. But what this lab engineer

takes home may one day end up in a museum. In his second career, as a still-life photog-

rapher, he places scientific bric-a-brac (a magnet, a tuning fork) alongside other objects

(a candle, a lily), aiming to ask a question or illustrate a problem.“The creative side of

good science comes from the same place in the mind as the creative side of making

art,” he says,“yet scientists and artists don’t interact with each other as much as they

should.” His own propensity to tinker, whether with photographs or lab equipment,

comes from his father, who was a machinist and factory foreman in Niagara Falls. In

1984, after earning a degree in electrical engineering, Chervinsky moved to Boston,

where in time he got a job as a lab technician with Rumsford professor of physics and

McKay professor of applied physics Jene Golovchenko, and also began experimenting

with photography. (He still works with Golovchenko, now as the laboratory engineer

for the Harvard Nanopore Group; see “A Personal Genome Machine?” March-April

2007, page 11.) When, all within a few weeks in 2001, his wife, Kirsten, became seri-

ously ill, the World Trade Center was attacked, and his friend and fellow photographer

Guy Pollard died unexpectedly, Chervinsky found himself retreating often to his attic

studio.Photography,no longer merely a hobby,helped him deal with a life that then was

“just falling apart.” The work he did impressed the local arts community, and in 2005

the Griffin Museum of Photography mounted his first solo exhibition. Since then, he’s

shared his scientific still-lifes with gallery-goers from Santa Fe to New York City.
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HMI’s work could be classified as con-
sulting, not educational, activities.

By all accounts, when Walker profes-
sor of medicine Je≠rey S. Flier became
HMS dean last September, HMI’s fate
had already been decided. (Flier declined
to comment for this story, deferring to
Hyman.) And so, if the agreement be-
comes o∞cial—as both parties said was
imminent at press time—HMI’s 60 em-
ployees will become Partners employees,
and the new organization will be known
as Partners-Harvard Medical Interna-
tional (PHMI), for the purpose of new
contracts, for the first five years. (Admin-
istrators from the University and Part-
ners give di≠erent answers regarding
whether Partners will have the option to
negotiate using the Harvard name be-
yond that initial period.) PHMI would
honor all existing contracts under their
original terms, and employees who have
HMS a∞liations—such as Jeon, who is
an instructor in anaesthesia—would
keep them.

As harvard leaves this market, other
universities are rushing in. Johns Hopkins
has a robust international consulting

presence; Cornell has even opened a
branch campus of its medical school in
Qatar—students receive M.D. degrees
from the university, just as they would if
they attended the main campus in Man-
hattan. The di≠erence, Domínguez and
other administrators say, is that Harvard
does not own its teaching hospitals, and
so is not in a position to advise anyone on
how to operate hospitals.

Much discussion has focused on
whether HMI loses or gains from the
transition, but this tabulation is missing
a factor, says Henry Rosovsky, Geyser
University Professor emeritus and former
dean of the Faculty of Arts and Sciences,
who held an ex o∞cio seat on the HMI
board of directors for 10 years as a mem-
ber of the Harvard Corporation. “The
question may also be, does Harvard lose
anything?” HMI “improved the quality of
medicine in many parts of the world,”
says Rosovsky (who is president of the
Har vard Magazine board of directors).

“That doesn’t seem to me to be such a
bad activity for the Harvard Medical
School or for the University to engage
in.” Facilitating the delivery of top-notch
healthcare, even to the relatively wealthy,
he says, raises the standard of care for
everyone in a given region, directly or in-
directly, through improving the quality
of facilities available and the education
level of local doctors.

What’s more, the model that says med-
ical advances develop in the United
States and ripple out to the rest of the
world may be outdated. Those who have
worked on HMI projects are apt to say
they gained as much knowledge as they
imparted. This was the case for Thomas
H. Lee Jr.—a Partners executive who
holds teaching appointments in medicine
and health policy at HMS and HSPH—
when HMI sent him to Japan to speak to
doctors about aspirin and heart disease.
American physicians recommend that
people at risk for heart disease take as-
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The Fogg and Busch-Reisinger Museums

at 32 Quincy Street will close their doors

on June 30 for five years (see “Art Mu-

seum Two-Step,” January-February, page

62). But before they do, the Harvard Uni-

versity Art Museums (HUAM) will preview

the plans for renovation in a small exhibi-

tion hinting at the design approach unfold-

ing in the offices of project architect

Renzo Piano. All but the original 1927 Fogg building will be torn

down as part of the massive project.

Although the design is still evolving as HUAM consults with

the Cambridge Historical Commission, the Massachusetts His-

torical Commission, the Harvard Corporation, and Cambridge

neighbors, the exhibition, opening May 18, is expected to include

a large model as well as sketch renderings of Piano’s plan. An-

choring the first-floor space will be the distinctive central court-

yard, with four separate galleries at the building’s corners. The

second floor will contain more gallery space, and the third will

include galleries as well an entrance to the study centers where

professors can use objects from the collections for teaching.

What will be most apparent from the outside, emphasizes

Cabot director of the museums Thomas W. Lentz, is that there

will no longer be front and back sides to the building: “We are

adding [a formal] entrance to the building on Prescott Street.”

Art of the Future?

Architect Renzo Piano is noted for “spaces that defer to art” and
has a gift for combining controlled natural light with artificial light,
says Thomas W. Lentz, director of the Art Museums. Lentz says
the architect’s buildings “always keep works of art front and cen-
ter,” whether as a result of his “sense of proportion in gallery
spaces,” or his “deep interest in materials and how they ‘live’ and
interact.” Above, a gallery at the Nasher Sculpture Center, Dallas.



pirin daily, but the Japanese doctors Lee
met protested that clogged arteries were
much less common in their patients than
were hemorrhagic strokes caused by rup-
tured blood vessels—a condition that as-
pirin makes more likely.

During a summer internship with HMI
last year, HMS student Eric Twerdahl re-
searched the impact of HMI projects in

Dubai and India on healthcare in their re-
spective regions. Twerdahl met a vascular
surgeon in Bangalore who has revised op-
erating room practice—for example, ster-
ilizing and reusing equipment, instead of
using disposable items—to cut the cost
per procedure. He met a cardiac surgeon
in Mumbai who has pioneered open-
heart surgery without general anaesthe-

sia, using instead an epidural adminis-
tered above the level of the heart. These
innovations sharply increase access to
care, but were unlikely to develop in the
United States, where the healthcare sys-
tem is much less responsive to cost. In
this sense, says Twerdahl, “the days of
U.S. medicine thinking that it’s at the top
of the pile are numbered.”

Open Access
In an historic vote, the Faculty of
Arts and Sciences (FAS) moved to make
the articles that its members publish in
scholarly journals freely available to any-
one, “disseminating the fruits of its re-
search and scholarship as widely as possi-
ble.” The action acknowledged that the
intellectual wealth of the world increas-
ingly lies at our fingertips.

The Internet has made this possible, but
there is a disturbing countertrend: even as
some kinds of information become more
readily available (public-domain books in
Harvard’s libraries, for instance, through
collaborations with such projects as
Google Books), other kinds of information
are becoming more difficult to obtain. In
particular, scholarly articles conveying the
latest breakthroughs in technology, sci-
ence, and medicine—the kind of informa-
tion those afflicted with a rare disease
might wish to access, and, as taxpayers,
might even have funded—are locked up in
expensive journals (an institutional sub-
scription to Brain Research, to cite an ex-
treme example, is more than $22,000 a
year), or are otherwise not easily accessible. 

The motion considered at the FAS
meeting on February 12 at first seemed a
minor sortie into copyright law. A “yes”
vote would grant the University a non-ex-
clusive, nonprofit license to faculty mem-
bers’ scholarly articles, and require them
to deposit a copy in an “open access”
repository. But the motion, which passed
unanimously, was, in fact, an important
milestone in a much larger “open access”
movement that aims to make all scientific
and scholarly material, particularly arti-
cles published in peer-reviewed journals,
freely available over the Internet. “The
goal of university research is the creation,
dissemination, and preservation of knowl-

edge,” said University provost Steven E.
Hyman in a public statement. “At Har-
vard, where so much of our research is of
global significance, we have an essential
responsibility to distribute the fruits of
our scholarship as widely as possible.”

Open access (OA) is generally achieved
in two ways, through OA archives or OA
publishing. The latter, in which articles
are peer-reviewed and vetted as usual but
distributed freely over the Internet, has
had some success: of the roughly 20,000
scholarly journals published today, about
3,000 are OA.

Harvard’s new policy takes the archiv-
ing approach, by creating a searchable on-
line repository. “Faculty members still re-
tain copyright to scholarly articles they
write, but any transfer of copyright they
make to a publisher will be subject to the
nonexclusive license to Harvard, which
will retain its right to distribute the article
freely and openly,” explains Welch profes-
sor of computer science Stuart Shieber,
chair of the provost’s committee on schol-
arly publishing that drafted and presented

the new policy. Professors can make the ar-
ticles available to students in class, and
readers worldwide can download copies. 

Peter Suber, principal drafter of the first
major international statement on OA, the
Budapest Open Access Initiative of 2001,
has described Harvard’s new policy as the
first university mandate for open access
by default in the United States, and the
first to be adopted by a faculty, rather
than implemented by administrative fiat.
Harvard’s policy is a “default,” rather than
a true mandate, because it includes an
opt-out provision, or waiver—for in-
stance, if the paper of a junior faculty
member is accepted at a major journal that
doesn’t allow OA archiving. Either way,
compliance is expected to be much higher
at Harvard than at institutions where OA
archiving is optional, and where participa-
tion rates rarely exceed 15 percent, Suber
says. His research also indicates that arti-
cles available through OA enjoy increased
visibility, retrievability, usage, and citation
impact—and aren’t incompatible with
for-profit publishing.
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Stuart Shieber




